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Abstract-Security Testing is an effective mechanism to 

determine how vulnerable a Cloud based SaaS may 

be and to find whether its applications and resources are 

protected from intruders. There are various efficient 

techniques have been implemented for vulnerability 

detection by researchers to come up with solutions for 

Cloud applications Security issues. As of now those 

approaches are not provide the practical solutions for 

certain security issues. In this paper we propose a holistic 

method for SaaS applications on the Cloud environment. 

In this proposed work serve as the platform to facilitate 

the Cloud Security Testing on SaaS applications and 

address the unnoticed problem of XSS-Cross-Site 

Scripting attack of cloud based SaaS applications.we use 

combinatorial testing technique to find Vulnerability in 

cloud implementation under test that can be address the 

unnoticed problem of Cross-Site Scripting attack of SaaS 

applications and provide the greatest code coverage. Our 

experiment results compared with other leading security 

testing tools by analyzing coverage of vulnerability 

detection and false positives, The results obtained show 

that the proposed approach allows easy comparison of 

coverage and false positives of the Cloud apps  

vulnerability tools. In addition to the evaluation and 

comparison of vulnerability tools, the proposed approach 

also can be used to improve the quality of vulnerability 

tool, as it easily shows their limitations also show that 

our new approach is effective in terms of achieving high 

code coverage for Vulnerability detection in Cloud based 

SaaS applications. 

 

Keywords—cloud computing; combinatorial testing; 

security testing; attack patterns; XSS Cross site scripting 

 

1.  Introduction 
 

Cloud Computing is an emerging Distributed Computing 

paradigm for Industry and academia. Cloud consists of 

three service models and four deployment models. In
1 

There are Software as a services, Platform as a services 

and Infrastructure as a services. Deployment models such 

as private cloud, public cloud, Hybrid cloud and 

community cloud. Cloud provides a Pool of resources 

through online, resources can be anything software, 

hardware or any other resources ,the main advantage of 

cloud enable the user to dynamically reconfigure the 

resources, they can dynamically scale it up and scale it 

down depends on their usage without interaction with the 

service providers, it’s called as on demand self services. 

The leading cloud service providers are having their own 

Cloud computing such as Google, Microsoft, Amazon, 

IBM and VMware etc, Software applications are 

constantly exposed to various threats and attacks, such as 

cross-site scripting, SQL injection, directory traversal, 

insecure configurations, and remote command execution 

vulnerabilities. Numerous tools, including commercial 

ones and open source software, are therefore developed 

for detecting web application vulnerabilities. Web 

vulnerability scanners are automated tools to test web 

applications for common security problems. These tools 

crawl a web application and locate application layer 

vulnerabilities and weaknesses, either by manipulating 

HTTP messages or by inspecting them for suspicious 

attributes. The security testing is suitable to be applied in 

cloud computing and TaaS service. In
1 

propose 

definition, process, and infrastructure of TaaS.However, 

there are several aspects that were not taken into 

consideration for security testing in TaaS. In 
2,3,4,5

 To 

enhance high reliability, flexibility and scalability of the 

TaaS system  we use the combinatorial testing tool 

ACTS
8 

for generation of input strings by specifying 

parameters and constraints in order to structure the inputs 

for the particular application domain. Once specified, 

these inputs are used by the attack pattern model in order 

to submit them to a web application. The goal of our 

approach is to cover standard XSS exploitation attempts 

by checking whether certain parts of the SUT are 

vulnerable to potentially                        malicious scripts. 

The main differences to other techniques and tools rely in 

the generation, structure and execution of test cases. The 

paper is structured as follows. Section 2 covers the 

background of Security Testing. Section 3 Description of 
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Combinatorial testing technique Section 4 Provides 

approach to testing cloud applications from both 

combinatorial testing related topics Then, Section 5 

describes the cloud testing framework and Section 6 

reports about the experimental evaluation and then 

discusses the testing results of our approach against other 

cloud based applications and Section 7 elaborate the 

related research work finally Section 8 concludes the 

work.  

 

2. Background 

  

2.1.  Security Testing 

 

Security Testing is a Process of finding the quantum of 

risk, also find out whether the system meets its specified 

security objectives, or security requirements. Security 

testing is performed at various phases in the product 

lifecycle, starting from requirements definition and 

analysis, through design, implementation and 

verification, all the way to maintenance, the term security 

testing means different things to different people. 
6
 

Security engineering starts with Risk and Threat 

Analysis, Risk and threat analysis are focused on 

identification of risks and threats to a system at early 

phase during requirements analysis, or late in the process, 

reactively during security assessments and acceptance 

analysis at the validation phase .Tests during the 

implementation of the software are mostly based on static 

code analysis, which is out of scope for this technical 

report. During verification and validation, security tests 

can be divided in three main domains features; 

Performance and Robustness, In Functional tests, 

"positive" software requirements result in use cases, and 

are implemented in functional test cases. In performance 

testing, any use case is executed sequentially and in 

parallel in order to find performance bottlenecks. 

Robustness testing or Fuzzing thousands of misuse cases 

are built for each use case, exploring the infinite input 

space, testing a wide range of unexpected inputs that can 

cause problems to the software .Penetration testing and 

vulnerability testing are typically performed late in the 

product lifecycle, by security specialists, not by testers, 

and therefore are out of scope for this document. They 

aim at verifying that known vulnerabilities are not left 

into the code. 

 

2.2.  Basic Security Testing Terminology 

 
A  Vulnerability is a Weakness, a Bug, in code that can 

be used by malicious people to cause Failure in the 

operation of the software. A Known Vulnerability is a 

known weakness in software that has been found in the 

past, and that can easily be exploited by Attacks. 

Unknown Vulnerability or Zero-day Vulnerability is a 

weakness that is hiding in software waiting for later 

discovery. Vulnerabilities can be caused by Design, 

Implementation and Configuration mistakes. In 
9,10

 An 

Attack is a process or script, malicious code or malware 

that can be launched to trigger vulnerability. Zero-day 

Attack is a special form of attack that exploits an 

unknown vulnerability, and therefore cannot be protected 

against. A Threat is the possibility of an attack, and Risk 

is the probability of an attack. Threat Agent is the person 

or automated software that will realize the threat. Risk is 

sometimes also called Attack Potential. Exploitability is 

often divided by which security target the vulnerability 

threatens: Confidentiality, Integrity or Availability. A 

Denial of Service exploit will aim to crash a system, or 

make it unavailable for valid users. A Distributed Denial 

of Service attack will launch a range of requests to the 

system from a distributed source, making the system 

unavailable under heavy load.
12

 Buffer Overflow Exploit 

and other memory handling bugs alter the internal system 

behaviour by overwriting memory areas. In worst case, 

this will result in the target system executing the input 

data. SQL Injection Exploit and ther Execution Exploits 

will inject parameters to executed commands. Directory 

Traversal Exploit and other file handling attacks will 

modify file names and directory names to access data that 

was not intended to be accessible to the attacker. Other 

availability issues include Busy Loops, Memory Leaks 

and other resource limitations. 
11

The Attack Surface is 

analyzed by Attack vector analysis and Attack surface 

analysis, where the first one looks at the interfaces and 

the second one looks at the code that can be attacked. 

 

2.3.  Security Testing Tools 
 

Security tests using Static Analysis, also called Static 

Application Security Testing (SAST), analyze the source 

code or the binary without executing it. In
16,17

 Security 

tests using Dynamic Analysis, or Dynamic Application 

Security Testing (DAST), execute the code and analyze 

the behavior. A Vulnerability Scanner is a library or 

vulnerability fingerprints and friendly attacks in order to 

reveal known vulnerabilities in the system. A Port 

Scanner is a piece of software that will send probes to all 

UDP and TCP ports in order to trigger responses, 

mapping the attack vectors by identifying open network 

services. Fuzzing tools, or Fuzzers, send a multitude of 

generated unexpected and abnormal inputs to a service in 

order to reveal vulnerabilities. Monitoring tools and 

Instrumentation, or Instruments, analyze the network 

traffic or the binary, or the operating platform, in order to 

detect failures and abnormal behavior that could indicate 

existence of vulnerability. 
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3.  Combinatorial Security Testing 

 

Combinatorial Testing Combinatorial Testing (CT) can 

detect failures triggered by interactions of parameters 

with a covering array test suite generated. Many 

outstanding algorithms are available, and they focus on 

test coverage. But cloud computing need to identify 

faults, not just failures. Testing a SUT necessitates the 

reality of test cases and in precise a method accomplished 

to generating such test cases. For developing our mobile 

testing framework we can also use methods that originate 

from the field of combinatorial testing, In
7
 which is an 

adequate testing technique to divulge errors in a given 

SUT, depend on input combinations coverage. 

Combinatorial testing of strength t (where t > 2)have 

need that each t-wise tuple of values of the various 

system parameters is enclosed by at least one test case. 

To model the test case, the tester identifies possible 

output values from each of the actions of the SUT. It is 

essential to find a test case that is not too extensive, but 

yet tests for most of the correlation among the probable 

outputs in the action of the SUT. Currently, some of the 

researchers
16,17

 recommended that some  defects in SUTs 

are a combination of a few execution when compared to 

the total number of parameters of the system under 

examination. Combinatorial testing is inspired by the 

choice of a few test cases in such a manner that excellent 

coverage is still feasible. 

  

3.1. Combinatorial Grammar for XSS Attack Vectors 

 

Combinatorial grammar is presented below in BNF form 

it can able to generate possible parameter values through 

ACTS. Already attack grammars for XSS attack vectors 

have been given in
5,6 

in this paper we used grammar in 

terms of combinatorial design and our approach for 

combinatorial security testing is new in that sense. 

A BNF Grammar for XSS Attack Vectors 

JSO(15)::= <script> | <img | ... 

WS1(3)::= tab | space | ... 

INT(14)::= "’; | ">> | ... 

WS2(3)::= tab | space | ... 

EVH(3)::= onLoad( | onError( | ... 

WS3(3)::= tab | space | ... 

PAY(23)::= alert(’XSS’) | ONLOAD=alert(’XSS’) | ... 

WS4(3)::= tab | space | ... 

PAS(11)::= ’) | ’> | ... 

WS5(3)::= tab | space | ... 

JSE(9)::= </script> | > | ... 

The given below is the form of  XSS attack vector  

 AV := (parameter1, parameter2, . . . , parameterk ) 

The  parameter values which are just a part of possible 

options. If the designer prefer  to generate a many 

number of inputs, it is adequate to just add parameter 

values in the given BNF for cross site scripting attack 

vectors. Furthermore, our grammars also content some 

constraints using the ACTS tools. example, we would test 

the TAG parameter with the CLOSINGTAG parameter 

to generate the valid inputs .For the second step of the 

combinatorial test design process we use the notion of 

mixed-level covering arrays (a specific class of 

combinatorial designs). 

  

4.Comparison of Security Testing Technique  

with Tools 

 

4.1.  ACTS Tool 

 

ACTS is a combinatorial testing tool ACTS was 

developed by NIST and the University of Texas at 

Arlington, Advanced Combinatorial Testing 

System (ACTS) can compute tests for 2-way through 6-

way interactions. An easy-to-use GUI is included. In
18,19

 

A comparison of ACTS with similar tools shows that 

ACTS produces smaller test sets (with the same degree of 

coverage) and is faster than others. ACTS provides three 

types of external interface, including a graphic user 

interface, a command line interface, and an application 

programming interface. ACTS is a freely distributed 

research tool and has been downloaded by more than 

1200 companies and organizations , ACTS is a test 

generation tool for constructing t-way combinatorial test 

sets. Currently, it supports t-way test set generation with t 

up to 6. The tool is implemented in Java and provides 

both command line and graphical user interfaces. Several 

test generation algorithms are implemented in ACTS. 

These algorithms include IPOG, IPOG-D, IPOG-F, 

IPOG-F2, and PaintBall. ACTS allows arbitrary 

parameter relations to be created, where different 

relations may overlap or subsume each other. ACTS 

allows the user to define invalid combinations by 

specifying constraints. The specified constraints are taken 

into account during test generation so that the resulting 

test set will cover combinations that satisfy these 

constraints. Coverage Verification feature is used to 

verify whether a test set satisfies t-way coverage, i.e. 

whether it covers all the t-way combinations. 

 

4.2.  Burp Suite  
 

The Burp Suite2 is an integrated platform for performing 

security testing of web applications. It was designed to 

fulfill many penetration testing tasks and assist security 

professionals in each step of a test. In order to test the 

vector the Intruder module may be used. This module 

allows automating customized attacks against web 

applications, to identify and exploit all kinds of security 

vulnerabilities including XSS attacks. In 
20,21

 Moreover, it 
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allows picking from various pre-created lists or creating 

custom lists. Multiple values can be examined with each 

request in any desired combination. The Intruder module 

may also be used with a custom list, which was the case 

in our experiments. 

  

4.3.  Zed Attack Proxy Project 

 
Zed Attack Proxy Project (ZAP) is designed as a simple 

and easy-to-use static security testing tool. It was 

originally designed as an integrated penetration testing 

tool for web applications. But ZAP is currently being 

used widely by testers to assess security of a variety of 

mobile applications. As the tool allows testers to design 

and send malicious messages, it becomes easier for users 

to assess the security of mobile apps by attacking the 

server-side resources through malicious messages. At the 

same time, they can easily assess the vulnerability of the 

applications by reverse engineering the communication 

protocols. Similarly to the intruder from ZAP, the fuzzer 

tool in ZAP is offering this automation and it can be used 

for our attacking procedure which includes exploitation 

of vulnerabilities using XSS attacks. 

5. Cloud Testing Framework 

 
In our proposed work we are developing a Cloud Test 

Manager (CTM) framework that uses the AWS API to 

provision virtual servers and execute test cases in 

parallel. Execution parameters, that specify the number 

of parallel processors, are also supplied. The app binary 

along with the test cases are stored in the Test Case 

Repository (TCR). A manually configured virtual 

machine, pre-configured with the Java, Android 59 

emulator etc. This CTM application on the server is 

marked as the coordinator. The coordinator monitors the 

TCR for any new apps and/or test cases that is marked 

ready for execution. The CTR application launches 

instances using the AWS API and replicates itself based 

on parameters provided by callers. The number of 

instances for each app forms a sub cloud cluster as shown 

in Figure: 1 The newly replicated launched instances also 

contain the CTM application, but with a processor 

configuration. Upon initialization, the coordinators 

register themselves with the TCR and begin processing 

tests that are marked ready for execution. The application 

under test is initially copied into a local temporary 

location. If the application has been flagged as updated, 

the local copy is destroyed and the latest is retrieved from 

the TCR. As each processor virtual machine executes the 

tests on the application under test, it collects coverage 

information as well as failure information. These outputs 

are saved back into the TCR. Each processor virtual 

machine periodically checks the TCR until all test cases 

have been executed. The coordinator virtual machine 

monitors if all tests for a given application has been run 

and shuts down the processor virtual machines as needed. 

 

 
Figure 1: Cloud Framework for Test Execution 

 

6.  Evaluation 

  
In the experiment  evaluation we tested five cloud based 

applications and deployed in cloud environment.
8
We 

examined both for reflected cross-site scripting (RXSS) 

and stored cross-site scripting (SXSS) attacks based on 

the type of each tested input. These applications are 

training intentionally vulnerable applications. They 

include different kind of vulnerabilities but for the needs 

of our experiment we focused only on XSS 

vulnerabilities. Each application contains one or more 

XSS vulnerabilities, both reflected and stored, for testing 

purposes which were tested using attack vectors 

generated by the combinatorial security testing 

methodology Apart from offering the desired 

vulnerabilities, these cloud based applications are ideal 

for our approach since some of them include several 

levels of security. Coverage is measured as a percentage 

of the positive attack vectors out of the total we used for 

testing each application and respective input parameter 

ID and difficulty level for each combinatorial strength. 

We further analyze some practical experiences learned by 

comparing our findings on both used penetration testing 

tools (Zap and Burb) and combinatorial testing tools such 

as (Acts) also give a flavor of a combinatorial testing 

evaluation in terms of penetration testing. 
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Table 1: Evaluation Results with Security Testing Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1. The tested HTML input fields were of type text 

and text area. The performance of the tool in general was  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2:  XSS Detection with Acts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3:  XSS Detection with Zap 
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Figure 4:  XSS Detection with Burb 

 

acceptable as there were not errors or application crashes. 

Of the 5 applications, WordPress and DVWA support 

setting different security levels that affect the filters that 

are applied to the input fields. Higher security settings 

result in stricter filters that are harder to bypass. 

Therefore, the parameters were treated as different test 

runs depending on these security settings. In Figure 4 

shows that XSS Detection with Burb, The Burp Suite 

performed well in finding XSS vulnerabilities using the 

vectors generated by our combinatorial testing approach. 

Out of all 58 test runs only 10 were not flagged as XSS. 

When taking into account only strength 2, Burp Suite did 

not detect 4 parameters yielding a 80% success rate. With 

strength 3 the result was the same (80%) and with 

strength 4 the result was better with 88% because only 2 

parameters were not detected.  

 

 

 

 

 

                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5:  Comparison of XSS detection 

 Execution time with Acts, Zap and Burb 

 

The comparison between the three different results can be 

seen in Table 1. The XSS detection rate was measured as 

a fraction of the successful exploits occurred per total 

input field parameters of the tested cloud applications. 

Only in 6 of the 58 test runs all vectors were reflected 

directly to the web pages resulting in XSS detection. 

These 6 cases were carriedout on the same parameter in 

the Mutillidae application on low and medium security 

level. This means that with all other test runs some filter 

mechanisms were in place that stripped some of the 

inputs. From a practical point of view this seems to be 

caused by filters on the one hand or due to some 

parameter processing issues like output context Test 

Results Evaluation with ZAP Tool The evaluation of the 

five web applications using ZAP is also presented in 

Table 1. The overall performance of the tool was 

acceptable regarding the detection rate, but problematic 

regarding the execution time and the system errors 

produced while testing. Figure:3 shows that XSS 

Detection with Zap includes detailed information 

regarding the problems with execution time and the 

errors caused by ZAP. While using our combinatorial 

testing approach and the attacking vectors produced by 

this method, we managed to achieve very good results 

with ZAP, similar to those achieved with Burp. In total 

we executed 58 test runs which included XSS 

vulnerabilities, and ZAP failed to find XSS vulnerability 

in only 12 of them. The detection rate for strength 2 was 

80% since in only 4 out of the 20 test runs our vectors 

were unsuccessful in detecting XSS vulnerability. When 

testing with strength 3 and strength 4 the detection rate 

was not improved, but remained exactly the same (80%). 

Out of the 58 test runs that we had when testing with 

ZAP, in 21 of them all of our vectors penetrated the web 

applications. In an overall analysis, Acts detected in 

average 25% more successful vectors than ZAP and 

Burp, In figure 5 shows that Comparative results of XSS 

detection Execution time with Acts, Zap and Burb. Hence 

we proved that combinatorial security testing mechanism 

is the effective method to detecting the Vulnerabilities for 

cloud SaaS applications 

 

7. Related Work 

 
The researchers and practitioners have implemented a 

various methodologies, frameworks, and techniques 

intended to hold up the development of security testing in 

past previous years. We indulge a advanced efficient 

approach  for automated security testing and detection of 

reflected and stored Cross-Site Scripting XSS in Cloud 

based applications. XSS is one of the most prevalent 

security issue in cloud applications according to a recent 

report by White Hat, 53% of websites have XSS 

vulnerabilities. Intruders can exploit an XSS vulnerability 
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to steal users’ confidential data, spread worms and 

malicious websites 
11,12

 We use combinatorial testing to 

capture different combinations of inputs in order to find 

Vulnerability and threats in the implementation under test 

that can be detected and ensures higher rate of code 

coverage. We provide efficient approaches with 

combinatorial technique capable of generating a large 

number of test cases for web applications, as well as 

generated test cases on the cloud. In our implementation 

we use the combinatorial testing tool ACTS 
13,14

 for 

generation of input strings by specifying parameters and 

constraints in order to structure the inputs for the 

particular application domain. 
15,16

 We analyze some 

practical experiences learned by comparing our findings 

on both used penetration testing tools (Zap and Burb) and 

combinatorial testing tools such as (Acts) also give a 

flavor of a combinatorial testing evaluation in terms of 

penetration testing. 

 

8. Conclusion 

 

In this paper we proposed an automated vulnerability 

detection by security testing for cloud based SaaS 

applications, we focused on holistic approach for 

automated Security testing of SaaS applications on the 

Cloud environment. In this proposed work serve as the 

platform to facilitate the cloud security testing SaaS 

applications and address the unnoticed problem of Cross-

Site Scripting (XSS) of cloud based applications. We use 

combinatorial testing technique to find Vulnerability in 

cloud implementation under test that can be address the 

unnoticed problem of Cross-Site Scripting (XSS) of SaaS 

applications and provide the maximum code coverage. 

With combinatorial technique capable of generating a 

many number of test cases for cloud based applications, 

the results also show that combinatorial testing is 

effective in terms of achieving high code coverage and 

Vulnerability detection. 
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